FATS MEETING 4 AUGUST 2006

50, with remaining populations having less than 5 calling
males.

e are here! We have moved to Homebush, with the
help of Judy, Jenny, Kerry from the Sydney
Olympic Park Authority (SOPA). The good ship FATS
is sailing along nicely thanks to the president, committee
and members who support our frog society.

Sharing most sites is Crinia signifera, the Common
Eastern Froglet but 86% of them are a “reservoir” for
chytrid. To counteract the effects of “typhoid Mary” of
the frog world, a draft national threat abatement plan for
amphibians is being tested. It is hoped that the species
may evolve a natural resistance to chytrid, over time.

W

Members at the last meeting attended the AGM, where our
president, Arthur White and treasurer Karen White gave
their reports and took questions.
We thank the outgoing committee members for their
commitment to amphibians and their habitat protection. All
the previous committee were re-elected and we welcome on
board “fresh blood”….Grant Webster who has joined the
editorial team.
Now that the editorial team has two younger members,
discussions have begun about a new look Frogcall. Gone
may be the dinosaur days where Monica’s cut a paste was
with scissors and glue!
The editorial committee would like to hear from our
members. Would you be interested in getting an
electronic colour version of Frogcall emailed to you
instead of a hard copy? Would you be prepared to forego
your “mailed out” black and white copy of Frogcall? Of
course Herpetofauna would still be delivered to you twice a
year. We may offer members a choice of either our colour
electronic Frogcall newsletter (six times a year), which
might be even larger than the current 12 x A4 pages or to
continue receiving the hard copy black and white 12 page
version by mail every two months. The committee would
appreciate your feedback to either Monica
wangmann@ihug.com.au or to The FATS editorial
committee PO Box 296 Rockdale NSW 2216. If we
did proceed with an electronic version, we would probably
have a period of time where members received both copies,
to ensure that the electronic transmission was happening
successfully. Any decisions to change the current Frogcall
distribution methods will be discussed at committee after
feedback from our membership and publicised in future
Frogcalls.

Reintroduction experiments are currently being
undertaken. Captive rearing of eggs and release of
tadpoles and metamorphs are occurring.
Gerry Marantelli is the backbone of these projects, which
have cost around $100,000. Gerry has borne much of this
financial burden. Other Australian scientists including
Rod Pietsch, Will Osborne, Michael McFadden and Scott
Keogh are acknowledged for their work. (Ed:- Apologies
for poor spelling and anyone I have omitted.)
We thank Dave for travelling so far to speak to us, the
excellent slides and for his insights into the challenges
facing the amphibians of KNP.
Grant Webster presented a report for the Darkes Forest
field trip and other observations, including excellent
slides accompanied by sound recordings of the frog calls.
Frogs photographed included Pseudophryne bibronii,
Litoria Booroolong, Lt. Littlejohni, , Lt. freycineti, Lt.
fallax ,Lt. citropa, phyllochroa, Lt lesueuri, Uperoleia
and Paracrinia haswelli and many more.
David Nelson spoke about the characteristics and declines
of the Red-crowned Toadlet Pseudophryne australis and
sightings of the Common Eastern Froglet Crinia
signifera.
The evening ended with, the distribution of door prizes,
adoption of lost frogs, light refreshments and conversation.
MW

Dave Hunter from the NSW Department of Environment
and Conservation (DEC) was our main speaker at the last
meeting.
Recovery efforts for the declining frogs of Kosciuszko
National Park are of interest to the DEC, who have funded
Dave to be close to “where the action is”. The recovery
program covers both river breeders such as the Spotted Tree
Frog and Booroolong Frog and pond breeders such as the
Corroboree Frog and Alpine Tree Frog.
The internationally known Southern Corroboree Frog, whose
call differs from its Northern cousin, is of special interest.
Efforts are being made to stop it blipping out. Pseudophryne
corroboree breed in southern alpine bog pools, grasses and
sphagnum moss. Males attend the nest with accumulated
eggs. Frog numbers have crashed from over 500 in 1986 to

Female Mountain Grasshopper Acripeza reticulata photo
Gerry Marantelli, Kosciusko National Park, March 2006
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FREE FROGS OF SYDNEY POSTER

ince 1979, each year the Royal Zoological Society
of New Soulb Wales has been hosling the Whitley
A,.. rd s, The awards are presented for outstanding
publica lions that contain a significanl amount of
informalion relating to the fauna of Ihe Australasian
region. You will remember thai. few years ago Our
committee member Marion Anstis \VJlS Awarded the
Whitley Medal, the most soughtllfler prize ill
zoological publishing in this country.
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ATS will give out a free Frogs of Sydney POSter
10 every mcmber/(family) who attends the next
meeting. Please bring your FATS membership card
for "stamping".

The Frogs of Sydney poster is hOI offthe press and has
been designed by FATS especially for the easy
recognition of Frogs within the greaterSydney region.
II's II valuable quick reference resource and is free if you
have renewed your membership or joined FATS this
year.
Pick up yourfree (420mm x 594mm) poster at the next
FATS meeting on 6 October 2006 and happy frog
sporting. Al;slair MacDougall

FRONT PAGE, GIANT BURROWING FROG

T

hiS beautiful frog is a Giant Burrowing Frog
found along the banks of the Hawkesbury River
by Pam .lones who was doing some bush
regenera lion. She thought it was R cane toad and
called up FATS for an ID. Karen Willems came to
the rescue and has called ber Gina, the Giant
Il"rrowing Frog! MW

-._ ...... .,

Harald's "South Australian Rangelands and Aboriginal
Lands Wildlife Management Manual" is in large part
also applicable 10 wildlife (including frog) conservation
elsewhere in outback Australia. It contains many
important and fascinating ecological observations and
conclusions, and it gave me great pleasure - and new
insights on every page - wben I had the chance to
browse through it. L. V.
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NCC ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2006

T

hi. YHr's Annual Conference is on October 21
& 22 at the Maiden Theatre, Royal Botanic
Gardens, Sydney.
Your membership needs to be financial to participate in
the Annual Conference. Please Ccelfree to contact us if
you need more information about the 2006 Annual
Conference or membership of the NCC.
Regards Bruce Dickman Office Co-ordinator
Nature Conservation Council ofNSW
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Kosciuszko National park
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BATTLE FOR BA W BA W FROG:

The frog. found only in Victcria, has all but disappeared,
with Ole population fulling 10 a few hundred from up 10
15,000 in 1984. The proposal 10 log the 200 hectares is
pan oflhe habitat experimental harvesting program 10
derermine if clearing would hann the frog. which is on
the International Union for the Conservation of Nature
red list, and is protected under Slate and national laws.

LOG IT AND SEE
uge seetloes
L
Sa..
dearlelling

of untouched foresls OnIbe Baw
plaleau may be logged 10 determine if
willlhrealen the critically endangered
Baw Da .. frog.

A leaked 1)"perlinX memo says VieForcsts has
recommended the logging of the 10 Baw Baw frog
environmental coupes on the plateau's southern
escarpment. It expects to receive the go-ahead from
tbe Slate Government witbin weeks.
logging of the coupes was suspended in December 2004
after federal intervention and a spokesman for
Environment Minister John Thwaites denied there were
plans 10 resume harvesting. II is believed the suspension
will be reviewed next week.

Environmental groups want the Federul Government 10
use the same powers it did 10 protect the orange-bellied
parrot.
"To log a forest to demonstrate if II is detnmental to
Baw Baw frogs is like throwing a baby into a swimming
pool 10 demonstrate it can' swim," said Professor JeanMarc Hero. of the IUCN. Peter Weekes 27 Augusl2006
btlp:/Iwww.tbeage.com.au/newsln.tionaVbaltl
.. for-bawbaw-Irog-Iog-it-and seeI2006108l26/11S6012790189.html

Frogs of the Sydney Region
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frog photo from Europe sent 10 Manyn Robinson
the Australian Museum
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Dave and Gerry
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WHERE THE FROGMOBILE WENT

t was the last weekend of August. It was the KuRing-Gai Wildflower Festival. And it was great!
Quite apart from the frog-friendly garden-minded
public at the festival; they are always interested in
what we’ve got for them. Two of them even lent a
hand unfolding the Frogmobile and setting up the
frog table. As it turned out, they were John Buckley
and Mark Abell, keen native fishes people from
ANGFA, and always keen to diversify into frogs as
well.

don’t have any Bell Frogs over there but plenty of other
tree frogs, and so he quickly organised for his council to
distribute lots of barrels to their residents, together with
bits and pieces for frog shelter and for a little wetland.
Good work, David! L.V.

N

FROGBITS & TADPIECES
o more fly pupae at meetings; at least for now.
Too little demand.

Simon Marnie will be on about frogs and FATS
again: Sunday, 15 October, after the 10 am news on
ABC 702. Can’t stop him!
Ken Eastwood from Australian Geographic is a regular
on 2UE and tends to mention frogs and FATS in the
same breath. Listen out for him.
Totally Wild made a segment of the Enviro Expo at
Narrabeen, featuring the Frogmobile and that soggy
sorry thing we dug in the pounding pouring rain, trying
to make a frog pond before it filled up with water. They
showed it all on Channel 10 on 23 August.

Mark Abell populating his data base- photo Lothar Voigt
Mark has uploaded his photos for you to look at. Go to
http://pracsol.homelinux.com , click on ‘home’, then
click on the ‘Festival of Wildflowers’ image. You will
get 32 photos, 13 of which are of the Frogmobile.
Gorgeous big thumbnails that you can blow up in a
choice of two resolutions.
Mark, by the way, is also the author and keeper of
what has quickly become one of the biggest and
busiest biological survey websites around. Go from his
home page to the ‘ANGFA Aquatic Survey Database’,
or straight http://db.angfa.org.au/ . Apart from plants,
fish and other animals, you will find plenty of frogs
there. Survey information and photos can be
contributed by people who have registered to log in,
but most of it can be seen by everyone. Enjoy the treat.

Cinemas are currently showing “An Inconvenient
Truth”, the Al-Gore-slideshow-turned-movie on global
warming, by who-was-the-next-president-turned-earth’sconscience. Of course it mentions frogs. The frogs of
course have Bush to worry about.
Parramatta Council are facelifting a stretch of Duck
River in Granville, to make it specifically friendly for
tree frogs.
Excavators were concerned about a frog they found at
Wiseman’s Ferry, showed it to FATS (Karen Willems),
then took it back and carefully dug it in again. It was a
rare Giant Burrowing Frog. If we can reach out to people
sitting on bulldozers, I think we’re winning!
And that ‘no such thing frog’ that was dropped off at a
vet in Allambie was indeed a frog. Moreover, it was a
Southern Bell Frog, Litoria raniformis, another rarity.
Found, where else, in Bunnings. L.V.

Back at the Wildflower Festival, the initial clouds had
gone and the crowds were coming. Our wranglers on
Saturday were Marion, Annie, Brad and Matt and their
parents, and Alistair and family – baby and I said
“goo” to each other; we’re best friends now. On
Sunday Merinda and her friends Kate and Christine
opened the Frogmobile up with me; then came Grant
and Wendy, and the visitors had plenty of froggy
people to talk to.
One “visitor” turned out to be David Olliffe, Ku-RingGai Council’s Bushland Education Officer. He got
interested in our planned project to get Bell Frogs to
spawn in half wine barrels that are out of reach of
Striped Marsh Frogs (more on that next time). They

Marion Anstis and her Whitley award winning Tadpoles of
South-eastern Australia book – photo Lothar Voigt

FAQ – How Can I Help?
The questions below often occur in student assignments and may also be of general interest for anyone who has
heard of the plight of frogs and wishes to help.
Frogs face many new and human-induced threats to their existence, including: the Amphibian Chytrid Fungus,
feral fish, land use by humans, water use by humans, habitat fragmentation, water pollution, pesticides in the
food chain, climate change, plus other suspected and still unknown threats.
While some of these problems need to be addressed at the regulatory, educational and motivational levels,
others can be tackled in our own backyards and by small groups of like-minded people. The old motto ‘think
globally, act locally’ certainly applies in this area.
L.V.

What you can do:
Make a frog
pond

Adopt a
wetland

Learn what’s
calling

Why?
What’s a death
trap pond?
What’s a toxic
sink?
How would you
modify a wading
pool?
How about a
pond for tree
frogs only?
Where can you
get more frog
pond info?

It gives frogs a habitat, improves your garden, and is educational and
motivational, especially for kids.

Give an example
of what could
happen to it.
Whom would you
tell if something
happens to it?
How can you help
save a frog
habitat?

You may know of a threatened species in the wetland, and the bulldozers
are coming. Or the frogs are no longer calling, in conditions when they
normally should, and a following search has not found any. Or you found
several deformed or dead or dying frogs.

Why would you
take a sound
recording?
How can you put
a name (and a
face) to the call?

Each frog species sounds different. You can identify the ones you hear by
taking a sound recording and later checking it against a frog identification
tape or CD. Now having the name, look up a picture of the frog in a field
guide, and if possible compare it to a photo you took. (Often you only
hear the frog but don’t see it; sometimes you only see it.) This will help
you determine how many – and which – species there are at the site.

A pond with steep sides where non-climbing ground frogs can’t get out.
A pond at the bottom of a slope where snail pellets, dog poo, grass
clippings etc. get washed into. Make a low earth wall around it to deflect
runoff water.
Cover it and its sides with a black shade-cloth, stand potted swamp plants
on top, potted garden plants and some soil around the outside, fill up and
wait for the frogs. Provide movable shade in summer.
Either a raised pond or an in-ground pond with a 60 cm high wall or finemeshed fence around it. The very common Striped Marsh Frog then can’t
get in, which reserves the breeding habitat for tree frogs.
Read “Keeping Frogs in Your Garden”,
http://www.fats.org.au/publications/pdfs/FF206.pdf.

In case of doubt, ring the Frogwatch Helpline first, on 0419 249 728.
You could join a FATS Group working bee to restore an important habitat
of a threatened species. Or you could help with frog surveys on FATTS
field trips.
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Report a Cane
Toad

Why could that
be important?

The number of frog species gives some indication whether the habitat is
still intact or degraded. If it also contains threatened species, it is even
more important to protect it.

Whom would you
call?

The FATS Group’s Cane Toad Alert number 0419 249 728. Together
with the DEC/NPWS, we come across some 40 Cane Toads in the Sydney
area every year. We are trying to prevent them from breeding here.

Why were they
released in
Australia?
Why did it
backfire?
Look after
your
environment

What’s a good
way of saving
water?
What’s a good
way of reducing
water pollution?
What are drought
refugia?

They were released in Queensland in 1935 to pacify cane growers whose
crops were being eaten by a plague of beetles.
The toads did not stay in the cane fields; they are expanding through
much of Australia; they eat out the food supply of other animals. Worst of
all, they (and their eggs and tadpoles) are very poisonous to nearly all
native frog-eating wildlife.
Top your frog pond up with rainwater from a storage tank. Use leaf litter
as garden mulch and as hiding and feeding habitat for ground frogs. For
water-loving garden plants, use a semi-enclosed greenhouse with access
for frogs.
Easy on the chemicals. Use frogs instead of pesticides. If your grey water
contains detergents, discharge it into the garden below ground level.
Places that stay wet even in a severe drought. In country areas, these are
sites from which frogs can repopulate lost ground. If they go, frogs go.
Link them with wildlife corridors and drainage channels.

Don’t become
a spreader!

Why is it a bad
idea to move a
frog from one
area to another?

The main reason is to reduce the risk of frog diseases spreading further.
The Amphibian Chytrid Fungus has devastated frog populations through
parts of Australia. Moisture (e.g. wet equipment) can also transmit it.
Anyone involved with frogs or their habitats should know about chytrid
and understand the frog hygiene protocol
(http://www.nationalparks.nsw.gov.au/PDFs/hyprfrog.pdf).

Get your
friends to join
a frog group

How can you do
that?

Take them to see the Frogmobile. Take them to a FATS meeting. Sign
them up and take them on a field trip. Or help with a FATS project or
working bee and bring them along. Give them a membership for
Christmas or for a birthday. Help them with a garden pond and show them
how to raise tadpoles.

How does that
help?
…… and ring
the Frogwatch
Helpline if
you need
support.

Frogs are environmental motivators. Learning more about them and
mixing with other frog friends will strengthen the ability and the resolve
of the community to look after our frog habitats better than we have done
in the past.
Tell your (or your kid’s) teacher that in NSW they are allowed to collect
20 tadpoles from the wild, provided they go back to the same place. The
class will become very motivated to clean up the site before the froglets
are released.
Show your school how to make a frog pond that works.

2

documentary series The Crocodtle Hunter. Sieve worked
tirelessly alongside wife Tenri to bring to people the
wonderment. excitement and extraordinariness of the
wild. He demystitied the dangerous and gave people a
reason to love and not fear, to appreciate and protect
rather than destroy the most feared and dangerous
creatures on our planet.

A'

VALE STEVE IRWIN

shock and sadness over the news of Steve
Irwin's death swept around the globe, One
enduring sentiment prevailed - he died doing what he
loved best.
An unlikely, almost accidental hero, Steve came to
Queensland with his family as a young boy. The
Irwin family settled in Beerwah on the Sunshine
Coast and started a small reptile park. In 1973,
AU5lnlia Zoo opened its doors to the public and it
became a true Camily business.

As a conservationist, wildlife expert and television
personality, he won respect and wide acclaim with
countless awards - more than 20 for his contribution to
tourism alone. But be never lost sight of his purpose or
his passion and despite the accolades, Steve Invin
remained quite simply the Aussie bloke from Beerwah proud of his heritage, his country and his culture. As an
industry, tourism has lost a champion - a giant. who
through his great humanity taught us all to love and care
much more about our world and those we share it with.
Even with such great fame, Steve was incredibly
generous with his time and talent in promoting tourism
to Australia and particularly Queensland. Whether he
was talking to Jay Leno, performing for Australia Week
or giving a quick video "shout out" to visiting travel
agents, Steve never failed to tell the Australian story and
he always found a way to share his love of his homeQueensland.

The young Irwin grew up knowing the thrill of nighttime adventures with his dad, catching crocs in the rivers
of north Queensland. After a brief cady career as a
mechanic, Steve decided the zoo and living and working
with animals was his real life's vocation. His prowess as
a filmmaker began with backyard trials using his father's
video camera.

Our deepest sympathies go to the Irwin family,
particularly Terri, Bindi and young Bob, you are his
greatest legacy, and to the extended Australia Zoo family
-the staffat Australia Zoo and The Best Picture Show
Company.

From these most modest beginnings Steve Irwin became
an international superstar. Affectionately and
respectfully dubbed the crocodile hunter. a tille he

E" ra cts from Queensland tourism website

Thank you for everything Steve - you will always be
remembered.
http://www.tq.eom.aultqcnrp_06Jindex.cfm?7BllB2F
8-D I £9-21 D5-6[CE-9C626DDC70DA
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FROGWATCH HELPLINE

0419249728

FATS CONTACTS
Arthur Whitc
Wendy Grimm
Punia Jeffery
Elvira Lanham
Alistair MacDougall
Karen White
Andrew Nelson
Lothar Voigt
Robert Wall
Marion Ansris
David Nelson
Monica Wangmann
Katherine Wangrnann
Grant Webster

President
V ice President
Secretary
Assistant Secretary
Chairperson
Treasurer
Membership Officer
Publicity / Exhibition Officer
Field Trip Co-ordinator
Quarantine Officer
Web Master
Editorial Panel
Editorial Panel
Editorial Panel

phone
eRiaii
ph/fax (02) 9599 1161 (h)
awh41 103@bigpond.nct.au
(02) 9144 5600 (h)
''''grimmf'ii'ar.com.au
(02) 9969 1932 (h)
0417418596
elvirajlanhall1@hotm8il.com
(02) 9398 9885 mob 0411 277 070 al@laava.com.au
phlfax(02) 9599 1161 (h)
(02) 9411 6068
awnelson@optushomc.com.a
ph/fax (phone first) (02) 9371 9129(h) ring first
(02) 9681 5308 (h)
(02) 9456 1698 (h)
(0209411 6068 (h)
(02) 97976543 (h) mob.0418 992 766 wangmann@ihug.com.au
(02) 97976543 (h) fax 9797 0603
Inar&_.W@hotmail.com

INSURANCE DISCLAIMER FATS has public liability insurance for its various public functions. FATS members
should be aware that this insurance does not cover FATS members (it covers the public & indemnifies fATS). We are
currently checking with insurance firms to see whether a realistic group policy can be organised to cover FATS
volunteers and people who attend field trips.
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that there are funds to buy back this land. It just needs the
political will to do so.
The Cranebrook Site is an important link in a conservation
corridor linking bushland south of the ADI Site through to
the Blue Mountains. The NSW National Parks and
Wildlife Service oppose the rezoning of the site because of
its immense Natural and Aboriginal Heritage values and
because it is part of this important corridor. Penrith
Councils draft LEP Flora and Fauna Conservation 1999
s h o w s that the entire Cranebrook site is classified as a
conservation corridor. So why are they now contemplating
allowing housing on the site?
Penrith Council must stop pandering to IFC Capital Ltd
and reject their rezoning application. Penrith Council must
work with local residents to lobby the NSW Government
to buy back the site and ensure it is properly managed and
protected. Penrith Council must do the right thing and put
local residents and the environment first.

T

he former 181-hectare Air Services Australia Site
at Cranebrook was sold by the Federal
Government in October 2004 to a property developer
called IFC Capital Ltd. The Federal Government
were condemned at the time because of the secretive
nature of the sale and because of a lack of community
consultation. The sale was dubbed the A D I Si t e
Mark 2 because of the similarities with the ADI Site
development debacle. There also appeared to be
inadequate environmental surveying of the site by the
Federal Government leading up to the sale. IFC
Capital Ltd (then called Infracorp) paid only $15
million plus GST for the entire site.
I F C C a p i t al L t d commenced discussions with
Penrith City Council in 2005 as they need to get the land
rezoned by Council to allow housing development.
Council appears to have been working closely with the
developer assisting them with their rezoning application.
IFC have since completed a range of site assessments,
required by Council, and they have lodged a rezoning
application with Council so that they can develop 85
hectares of the site for what they are calling
'Environmental Housing'.
The site has immense conservation value and should not
be developed in any way. The site should be returned to
public ownership. The land should be acquired by the
NSW Government using the $315 million Growth
Centres Conservation Fund and put into the management
of the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service so that
conservation and passive recreation outcomes can be
achieved for the community. The NSW Government has
a f a c t sh e et on its Metro Strategy website that states
that a purpose of the Growth Centres Conservation Fund
is to acquire high conservation land outside of the
Growth Centres but within Western Sydney. This proves

The Cranebrook site is very significant bushland but like
most unmanaged bushland in Western Sydney it suffers at
the hands of people who use the site to ride motorbikes,
drive 4WD's, illegally dump rubbish, light fires, collect
firewood and participate in other anti social activities. It is
in desperate need of fencing and proper management. It is
complete nonsense for anyone to argue that bulldozing the
site is the best way to stop this anti social behaviour.
What the NSW Department of Environment and
Conservation says about the Cranebrook Site:
"Based on the assessments that have been undertaken to
date it is clear that the site has significant biodiversity and
Aboriginal heritage values. The DEC considers that those
values must clearly drive any future decisions regarding
the site.
Having regard to those values, the DEC is of the firm view
that the site has virtually no development potential. Given
the identified conservation values and its size, shape, and
current and likely future surrounding land uses, the
protection of the entire site is therefore considered
essential to maintaining its ecological integrity and the
protection of Aboriginal heritage.
The DEC therefore considers that strong preference should
be given to ensuring that the LEP delivers protection for
the site as a whole. Options to achieve this outcome will
obviously need to be the subject of further discussion.
However, the DEC is not convinced that simply because
the land has passed into private ownership that this in itself
provides clear justification for making the site available for
development".

http://www.savecranebrook.com/index.htm
Petition Pen ri th Co u n ci l P.O. Box 60, Penrith
NSW 2751 Fa x 4 7 3 2 7 9 5 8 e ma i l
p en ci t@ p en ri th ci ty .n s w .g o v .au

FIELD TRIPS

Please book your place on field-trips; due to strong demand, numbers are limited ( phone 9681-5308 ).
Be sure to leave a contact number. Regardless of prevailing weather conditions, we will continue to schedule
& advertise all monthly field-trips as planned. It is YOUR responsibility to re-confirm, in the final days,
whether the field-trip is proceeding or has been cancelled. Phone Robert on ph. 9681-5308.

30 September to 1 October

Smiths Lake Camp-Out.

Leaders : Arthur & Karen White.

Darkes Forest.

Leader : Marion Anstis.

An ecotone is a transitional zone between two types of communities e.g. a rainforest & a woodland or a woodland & a
grassland. Ecotones typically are very rich in faunal species since species unique to each community tend to ‘overlap’ at
these fringes or margins. This weekend we will look at some of the different types of ecotones that occur around the
Smiths Lake site. With our focus on frogs, we will look at the rich legacy of wildlife to be found in these important
zones. Arthur & Karen have studied this site in detail for many years & have gained an intimate understanding of the
reptile & amphibian biology of this area. Cabin/dormitory accommodation & camping sites available. All kitchen
facilities/utensils/crockery supplied. A non-refundable nightly fee of $12 p.p. per night applies. Bookings only
accepted with payment. Phone Arthur & Karen directly on ph. 9599-1161 for bookings & further details. Note: Limit
of thirty people.

21 October

1-00p.m.

Take the Princess Hwy south, then take the Darkes Forest Rd turn-off. Meet 200 metres from the corner.
The award-winning & ground-breaking book, ‘Tadpoles of S.E. Australia’ needs no introduction to frog lovers. We are
fortunate today to have the very gifted talents of Marion Anstis. Identifying tadpoles can be a very useful method of
determining frog populations & can be carried out in the more comfortable daylight hours. Today, we go in search of
taddies & Marion will guide us through the sometimes difficult task of identifying tadpoles. This is a unique
opportunity to gain important & useful fieldwork skills. For everyone from beginner to professional field biologist !
Please note the afternoon start time.

4 November

8-30p.m.

Scheyville National Park.

Leader : Grant Webster.

Meet at the corner of Scheyville Rd. & Dormitory Hill Rd, Scheyville.
Tonight we will revisit the woodlands of the Cumberland Plain & look at the frogs of the shale country. These frogs
have learned to endure quite different conditions to their cousins of the coastal sandstone. We will discuss these
differences & also look at some of the threats that have compelled authorities to list the Cumberland Plain Woodlands
as an endangered ecological community. Because of the restricted occurrence of these woodlands, many of these frogs
are hard to come by, so tonight should result in some highly sought-after species. Grant is already earning an enviable
reputation for his research work, his fieldwork expertise is regularly sought by universities.

Sunday 3 December

Australian Reptile Park, Somersby.

Christmas Party.

Once again, our friends at the Australian Reptile Park have invited FATS members to join in with other herpetological
groups for the annual Christmas bash. Bring your own food & drink. BBQ facilities are available. Gates open at
9.00a.m, but you may arrive at anytime. No bookings are required, but you must produce your FATS membership card
to gain free entry.

9 December 8-30p.m.

Heathcote.

Leader : George Madani.

Meet at Heathcote railway station, Wilson Rd, Heathcote.
Poised at the edge of an ever-expanding Sydney suburbia, Heathcote remains curiously rich in froglife. This is no doubt
due to the rich mixture of micro-habitats it possesses. Tonight, we will look at these various habitats. We will also
examine some of the problems & pressures that an intruding city can exsert upon wildlife habitat. George is most at
home amongst the vastness & remoteness of the Kimberley region. His lengthy work here has seen him gain a
familiarity with some of the least-known & least-understood frogs & reptiles in Australia. Tonight, in between his
outback commitments, he will spotlight his favourite Sydney locality.
*** DON’T FORGET our specialist research field trips with Graham Pyke & The Australian Museum.
Ideal for all students & serious enthusiasts. Locations at Long Reef, North Avoca & Broughton Island.
Contact the Field Trips Co-ordinator for further details.
In the event of uncertain frogging conditions ( e.g. prolonged / severe drought, hazardous and/or torrential rain, bushfires
etc. ), please phone 9681-5308. Remember ! - rain is generally ideal for frogging ! Children must be accompanied by an
adult. Bring enclosed shoes that can get wet ( gumboots are preferable ), torch, warm clothing and raincoat. Please be
judicious with the use of insect repellant - frogs are very sensitive to chemicals ! Please observe all directions that the leader
may give. Children are welcome, however please remember that young children especially can become very excited and
boisterous at their first frogging experience – parents are asked to help ensure that the leader is able to conduct the trip to
everyone’s satisfaction. All field trips are strictly for members only - newcomers are however, welcome to take out
membership before the commencement of the field-trip. All participants accept that there is some inherent risk associated
with outdoor fieldtrips & by attending agree to; a release of all claims, a waiver of liability, & an assumption of risk.

